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Darko The Super Releases His Latest Music
Video, "Hundred Percent."

(Los Angeles, CA) December 30th, 2021 – New Jersey-based rapper Darko The Super’s

latest music video, “Hundred Percent,” is now available on YouTube. “Hundred Percent”

is taken from his collaborative album sampling the discography of legendary singer-songwriter

Dean Friedman. Darko the Super is known for his diverse and eccentric sound. Unconventional

and authentic, his most recent full-length album, “Great White Buffalo,” features “Hundred

Percent” and is sure to make waves in the music industry.

The video takes inspiration from JJ Doom’s “Guv’nor,” Dario Argento, and American Psycho, in

which he even reenacts the classic Huey Lewis and the News scene. All shot in front of a green

screen, “Hundred Percent” dives into the bizarre and genius mind of Darko The Super. 
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Philadelphia-based filmmaker Ricardo Lorenzo featured a Darko single on the soundtrack to

his film, “An Unlikely Story.” Their “Hundred Percent” collaboration cleverly gives a glimpse

into Darko The Super’s passion for music and film and undoubtedly paves the way for future

storytelling concepts. 

Darko The Super first found inspiration from Dean Friedman after listening to a cover of his

legendary hit “Ariel” by Ariel Pink’s Haunted Graffiti. Like most of Dean’s music, “Ariel”

resonated with him on a personal level and was the catalyst behind the creative process of his

full-length album “Great White Buffalo,” which features “Hundred Percent.” 

 

Certain to mark him as one of the most creative and inspirational musical talents of this decade,

“Hundred Percent” brings a visual component that will give the eyes a treat into the

originality and creativity of Darko The Super.

To watch “Hundred Percent,” visit Darko The Super’s Youtube channel and visit  Spotify to

stream his latest full-length album, “Great White Buffalo.” CDs are also available on U

Don’t Deserve This Beautiful Art’s Bandcamp. 
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